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Related Feature Change Type Ref # Release Notes
Amenity Booking

Bug DEV-1231 Addressed bug that occurred while creating a booking where an unavailable timeslot was showing 
as available.

Announcements
Bug DEV-1236 Addressed bug where the announcement link in email notifications required the user to log in in 

order to view the full announcement. 
Improvement DEV-1241 Implemented a change to allow announcements, events, and file library to support unicode 

characters, including Chinese characters. 
Lobby Display

Improvement PR-270 Added an option to allow users to opt-out from their unit number being displayed on the lobby 
display when a package is received. To do this, residents can go to My Account > Edit > select 
'Hide unit from lobby display'. Administrators can do this on behalf of residents using the same 
steps but by going to their user details page.

Reporting
Improvement PR-192 Added a Unit Number column to the Amenity Usage Report.

Security & Concierge
Bug DEV-1237 Addressed error that occurred when updating an incident report that was previously created by a 

user who had been deleted from the system.
Improvement PR-334 Added the ability for a guard to see all users that are residing in a unit before releasing a package. 

To do this, click 'Release' on a package, then click 'Users in Unit'.
Service Requests

Improvement DEV-1149 Added an HTML editor to the 'Service Request Introductory Text' setting on the Setup page. 
Setup Page

Improvement PR-353 Under Welcome Letters > Custom Welcome Letters, added a 'Download Template' link to allow 
managers to modify the default Welcome Letter template before uploading and generating 
welcome letters.

Training
Improvement PR-346 Training feature is currently under construction. Training videos can be temporarily accessed using 

the link provided. A new training system will be coming soon.
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